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About This Game

MULTIPLAYER MODE

Retaliation Enemy Mine activation steps (required for online multiplayer
play):

1. Register a Retaliation account, if you haven't one already, through the forums
interface.

2. Login to the game server with your account credentials.
3. Click on "Game activation", then copy and paste the Retaliation

Activation Key (that was emailed to your email address when you bought the
game) and press the "Activate Game" button.

4. Enter your account credentials in the game/app (Multiplayer menu >
Setup > User & Password)

Note: in case for some reason you didn't receive your Activation Key when
you purchased the game, please contact and we'll resend it to you.
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Retaliation: Enemy Mine is a turn-based strategy wargame designed to offer challenging tactical and strategic reasoning in a
fast-and-easy format. The game is easy to learn, but hard to master.

To win the game, you must gather resources, build an army, and outsmart your enemy(-ies)... and a little luck every now-and-
then doesn’t hurt either. The game is played on a hexagonal board and features three types of units, each with their own specific
attributes and bonuses: infantry, armour, and artillery. These units are then further affected by the varying terrain on the board

itself. The game offers a total of 21 terrain types, a mix of which is randomly generated on the board, though there are some pre-
set epic maps. Mountains, forests, rivers, roads... all these determine the ease or struggle of movement and combat. Different

strategies will emerge with unique terrain layouts, giving each multiplayer game a fresh feel for endless strategy.

Retaliation: EM is a game of trade-offs, players must learn to balance between seizing opportunities and defending against
threats: Do I raid the enemy’s supply lines and leave my base vulnerable? Do I advance my soldiers or hide in hopes of an

ambush opportunity? Do I engage in small skirmishes or launch a single assault with a huge army?! Constantly faced with game-
changing decisions...

Two key balances to the game are Army Composition and Map Control. The three types of units each have their own strengths
& weaknesses so the players must take into account what the enemy has when making their own reinforcements and positioning

their army on the board. On the map, there are ‘rich’ terrains that generate the most resources; these also tend to be the most
vulnerable and may even not be optimal for one’s strategy. You must decide when to let the enemy hold onto those resources or

when to fight over them!
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If you like turn-based strategy games… or if you’ve been wronged recently… you will love Retaliation!
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OS: Windows XP
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Gameplay:
There are two playable characters in this game and they are Nero and Dante.

Dante:
 Is mostly the same as he was in Devil May Cry 3 except now you dont have to go to a shop to change your style, You can switch
on the go. You might think this is a minor detail but trust me, He is the most fun character I've ever played in an action game.
He has way too many options to choose from and to mix and match between, complete joy to play. Of course, He has his
signature sword, Rebillion and his iconic twin guns, Ebony and Ivory. His shotgun also makes a return, Cayote-A. Beowulf is
replaced with gilgamesh which has basically the same moves as beowulf, except it adds a bit more. Dante now has a new
weapon which is Lucifer. Lucifer throws out red arrows that Dante can explode by throwing a rose at them. The last but not
least ranged weapon that Dante has is the Pandora Box. The Pandora Box is a box that changes into multiple ranged weapons
ranging from rocket launchers to a hover chair that has weapons on all sides.

Nero:
 Is a great character to play as too mainly because of him arm. It is just amazing. It opens up way too many possibilities. You
can grab, toss and smack people on the ground with it and not just normal enemies. While hitting bosses if they get stunned,
while they dont show a button prompt, You can grab and Nero will kick the boss's♥♥♥♥♥ Nero also has his bicycle revving
sword which he calls Red Queen which you can rev up to three times which will give extra damage and will extend every move
he does, The more rev the more damage and time. You can also rev by pressing the button instantly after a move to get a level 3
rev immediatly. Nero's gun, the blue rose, Is also fun but no where near as iconic as Ebony and Ivory. Sadly though, Since the
game had only 1 year of development time, Nero's toolkit is so underwhelming. He has approximately less than half of Dante's
tool kit and that is because, since they didn't develop bosses for Dante and Nero seperately. Dante took all the devil arms and
nero only got "additions" to his arm which dont really matter to a toolkit as much as a whole new weapon.

Level-Design:

Past Devil May Cry games had a horror theme to them but this game ditches all of that and in my opinion it was a very bad
choice. The horror/Dark theme the games had before added so much to the game. Also as i mentioned before, Since this game
only had 1 year of a development time. There are only 6-ish levels that are shared between BOTH Dante and Nero since Dante
has to backtrack and kill every boss that Nero fought. Which is boring since the level design wasn't that good really to begin
with.

Story:

The story itself was really well done actually. People criticize it for being a generic damsel in distress but in all honosty, I'm ok
with it, it's really well done. Also the characters of this game are amazing. But as i mentioned before, since this game was
rushed, A lot of important story content was cut. This game was supposed to tackle how Nero is Vergil's son but instead Capcom
announced it in a novel then in a public statement. WELL DONE CAPCOM. Dante was going to have his own missions
apparently and it was said that he was going through the depths of hell supposedly to find his brother, Vergil. Of course Dante
going through hell is all speculation from the art book BUT Dante originally having his own campaign is true.

Side-Notes:

Secret missions in this game are so hard i believe its impossible. In devil may cry 3 secret missions were hard yes, but they were
still beatable and after you did finish it, You learned a hidden mechanic in the game that is going to make your life easier like:
Jump Cancelling. In this game you dont learn anything except that you suck at killing a thousand enemies in 10 seconds. Idiot
human.

TL;DR
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The gameplay in this game is 10x better than what it was in devil may cry 3, but sadly since the game had only 1 year of
development time, it resorted to letting Dante backtrack through the whole game again but gave all Nero's Devil Arms,
Weapons from bosses, To Dante as a "sorry we made you back track" instead of Nero having them. This game is a mess from a
story/level-design aspect, but trust me, its one of the best flawed games there is.

8/10, I still love it but i have to acknowledge that its incomplete.. Very good game, Interesting story with some random elements
and alot of choises. There are so many different endings to this game that you can play through it over 30 times and still come
out with a new outcome each time 5/5. Visuals
+Immersion
+Enough content to justify the price
-UI. Quick summary: a satisfying finale for the trilogy, an adorably sweet conclusion to its romance, and a master class on real-
world economics all in one. Really.

(No spoilers review)

It's World End Economica volume 03, where everything from the previous volumes goes up to eleven, including its economics
jargon and its characters' ocassional bouts of stupidity. Welcome to the world's sweetest, most romantic explanation of the 2007
financial crisis.

Graphics: 8/10

Yet another improvement over its previous entry, albeit not as much as it was in turn over the first; character designs,
backgrounds and CGs are all improved. Makes it somewhat jarring when screens from the first entry are used in flashbacks, but
nothing too bad. Font handling doesn't play too well with the new in-game dictionary, though, but it's a minor point most of the
time.

Sound: 8/10

Much better than its predecessor: still no voice acting but the music fits scenes much better, they flow into one another more
smoothly, and I even found myself humming a couple once or twice. Full props here.

Story: 10/10

Let's start with the worst: though they had been foreshadowed repeatedly throughout the entire series, some of the conflict on
this volume still comes across as childish. I mean, seriously.

But the rest, oh boy the rest. This volume is just brilliant, hitting your emotions even harder than the previous two volumes, and
it's all mixed with a deep, well researched class on economics. The author pulled no stops on this volume, and it shows: it's
evident from the start it's building up to an analogue of the 2007 financial crisis, but manages to weave it tightly with its
character drama: concepts such as securities, bonds and credit swaps are crucial in understanding what's going on, though the
narrative often pauses to explain them using graphs and even an in-game dictionary; all while showing the emotional impact of
such a crisis on people of all walks in life, both directly involved and mere victims of its consequences.

A problematic point though is that it's over too soon; there's barely any denouement after the climax and, though sweet, the CGs
that float during the credits offer very little emotional closure. There's no plot threads left hanging, mind you, it's just... you
know.

Longevity: 7/10

As usual, it's a kinetic novel with no choices whatsoever; but, it is longer than the previous two volumes, taking me over 7 hours
of reading time, and I'm itching to get back and read it all again from the start.

Conclusion
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A brilliant finale for a brilliant series, fantastic from start to end. Like its own characters, the series is never flawless but it's
impossibly smart and has a lot of heart; in the end, I'm really happy to have come to know it, and I think you will too. Fully
recommended.. The controls are very bad in this one and it wasn't even a little bit optimized for the PC. There are no, I repeat
no video options whatsoever. The graphics are a step down from Crazy Machines Elements and Crazy Machines 2. Also I don't
really understand the sense of the rating system. The less parts you use multiple times the better. While this could lead do
creative solutions it doesn't make anything really effective. Instead of aiming for the simples solution you just do an overly
complicated one to score more points. Again this is a disappointing game for me. Crazy Machines 2 is a lot better!. Excellent
add-ons which make the main game even more fun, well worth it, thumbs up!
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Fun game. You can type the letters of your word guess then press enter or click each letter individually with your mouse. The
sound effects are pleasant and rewarding. The only bad things I can say about the game are that a few real wordsI tried to use
"aren't in dictionary" and if you want to click a menu option you have to hover your mouse pointer about a half inch above the
button to get it to highlight. But that's not really a big deal. All in all, it could use some minor improvements but is otherwise a
good game. It's a simple yet challenging way to pass some time. FYI, this type of game can be played online for free on many
sites. I bought this one for offline play.. Fairly simple game, definitely not over price. They introduce you to each new concept
and tool slowly so you don't have to worry about getting lost. Unfortunately its simply boring. Each level only appears to have
one "proper" way to complete. I say proper because levels eventually have bonus objectives but those are basically just for you
to try for a "perfect" run through. If you're really curious you can pick it up, and not worry since its so cheap.. Fantastic game,
fell in love with it fairly quick. I could see myself coming back to this over and over again for a quick run during my day or
taking a session to sit down and try and FINALLY GET TO THE FIRST BOSS. It's difficult, fun, cutesy, and overall is an
amazing game that is a treat to play. Highly recommend it to anyone who likes a good bullet hell. I'm coming for you Floating
Space Rock, just you wait.. Hard and fun is the best way to describe this platformer. You will die a lot!. I'm really enjoying this
game. Its easy to get into ,the mechanics are explained well. Heaps of stuff to do.
Worth the price no doubt about it.

. Modern throwback to the early Gradius/Lifeforce shoot-'em-ups with a flexible array of weapon choices for a variety of
playstyles. Starts with an Easy and Normal difficulty and features two unlockable difficulties if you're really good and can clear
a difficulty on a single credit. Most of it's standard shoot-'em-up fare, not quite a bullet hell (at least on Easy and the first half of
Normal), though there are some points in the game where it's some degree of trial-and-error nonsense that takes some
memorization. The massive amount of popcorn enemies to blow up in each stage makes up for it, since explosions are fun.
Great game for not very much money. Gamepad compatible.

Only qualm is that hitting Escape while in-game exits out of the game entirely.. loved it ,very good story, too emotional.. The
best unofficial sequel to Black Knight 2000 in the business.
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